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OPENING CEREMONIES
St. Andrew’s College Headmistress
Mrs Kirby noted that there were
over 800 attendees at SAIMUN.
She stated that she was ‘very impressed’ with the hard work and
dedication of all involved and the
turnout itself. Students from various countries such as the United
States, Lebanon and for the first
time, Malta were there. The main
hall was packed with delegates with
even more people standing at the
back.
There were a number of musical acts at the opening ceremony.
The first of these acts were Helen
Hudson and Ryan McGrath with
Helen on violin and Ryan on piano performing “Colours of the
Wind”. The performance generated
warm applause from all afterwards
and it was a nice piece to start the
day. The next performance was
from Olivia Massetti-Nolan Beatty

and Robben Beatty performing a
Nina Simone number “Feelin’ Good”.
Robben was playing the piano while
Olivia sang the song with great gusto.
The performance was greeted again
with warm applause. Mr Hehir congratulated the various acts and commended their immense talent.
By Pamela Fitzsimons

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
@SaimunDublin2017
#SAIMUNDUBLIN2017
FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM
@saimun.2017
CHECK OUT MUN FLICKER
sacdublin
One free copy of “The Delegate” for each
delegation each day.
Additional copies on sale in the lobby for €1.

Robben Beatty and Olivia Masetti-Nolan

THE OPENING CEREMONY
A speech from Hilary McKenna Long,
Secretary General - By Emma Barry
Hilary McKenna Long is one of this year’s Secretaries General. She gave an inspiring speech about how MUN promotes
diversity and how we should work to be more inclusive in society.
She described how Ireland overcame the Troubles in the
North, and how this Friday is the 19th anniversary of the
Good Friday agreement. We are an example of how countries
can ‘put down their arms and accept people for their beliefs
and live together in peace’.
She also explained how the UN is committed to promoting
equality and mutual respect. She reminded us that the Secretary General of the UN, Antonio Guterres, is in charge of 193
member nations fighting for global peace and safety and that
former Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon focused on eradicating poverty and empowering women.
Hilary claimed that gender equality is the greatest human
rights challenge of our time. She quoted Ban Ki-Moon when
she said ‘I am proud to call myself a feminist’. Using the examples of Barack Obama, Mary Robinson and Mary McAleese,
she explained how we can overcome past prejudices.
Hillary claimed that Ireland may be small, but it is mighty. St
Patrick’s Day is celebrated around the world: ‘We are small but
we are strong and our roots are everywhere’.
She went on to talk about how our President Michael D.
Higgins was the first to have a higher education in his family,
His journey proves that everyone can dream and we can make
a difference.

A speech from David McWilliams - By Sena
Alara Ozden
One of Ireland’s leading economic commentators David
McWilliams, who is also the first economist to identify
the Irish boom as nothing more than a credit bubble was
here speaking at SAIMUN 2017! He is a writer, journalist, lecturer, broadcaster and documentary maker. And
he made us an encouraging speech.
“We’re going to a different economic, social and political environment. We need to appreciate that”, he said.
Mr. McWilliams who believes in the power of poetry
thinks that the world works with feelings: “ You can ask
mathematicians to explain how world works. But the
world works with emotions and feelings.” He thinks that
romantic people can see the truth because they live with
poems. But practical people can’t see it. He thinks that
logic is not enough by itself and thinks when you can
feel and dream everything gets better.
He says “ If we all think the same way, we all make same
mistakes.” He added that “There is no single right answer
to any question.” Mr. McWilliams wants us to reject the
notion of having a conventional brain. He gave us the
encourage to dare to think differently and by doing so
make this conference better. He suggested that we think
and act for ourselves.
He also said that he could not have stood this kind of
conference when he was 16 or 17 but that notwithstanding we can certainly say that he inspired all the delegates.

Hilary discussed how what we do today will shape our future.
She reminded us that MUN fosters greater understanding of
world issues. MUN she told us will help us make friends for
life,. We may never know when our paths will meet again.

Hilary McKenna Long

David McWilliams

THE OPENING CEREMONY
SAIMUN 2017 has officialy started everyone! St. Andrew’s College’s Headmistress Mrs. Kirby
made an encouraging speech to the guests and delegates in the opening ceremony. She wished us
an Irish welcome: “Céad míle fáilte” which means “A hundred thousands of welcome” in English.
Forty-eight schools have attend SAIMUN 2017 with six hundred and ten delegates, eighty advisors, forty-three student officers and seventy ADMIN, IT and PRESS.
“United Nations and the Model United Nations seems more necessary and more valuable than
ever.” Ms. Kirby said and she reminded delegates some coming from the United States, Russia and
France that the world is constantly changing. She reminded us of some of the functions of the
United Nations.
Ms. Kirby said that Model United Nations help teens with their awareness. And she said that she
hopes this conference will be inspiring and helpful for us. But most of all she hopes this conference will be enjoyable for everyone.
We would like to thank Ms. Kirby for her lovely welcome and inspiring words. We are sure that it
will be very helpful for everyone in this conference this week.
By Sena Alara Ozden

Ms Kirby and Mr. Hehir

AMBASSADORS’ SPEECHES
The Ambassador of Yemen explained that thoughout their conflict
the UN has acted as a beacon of hope, and they are a nation striving towards a better future.
The Ambassador of Zimbabwe claimed that western banks have
greatly benefited at the expense of African nations and that these
banks should allow complete debt forgiveness so they can redirect funds to other issues.
The Ambassador of Afghanistan stated that islam, the religon of
peace, cannot be put next to the word terrorism.
The Ambassador of Angola claimed they wanted long term solutions and not short term compromises.
The Ambassador of Argentina stated that they are a nation that
has never given up, and they urge all other members of the UN to
bring productive ideas to the conference in hope of finding peaceful solutions for the next generation.
The Ambassador of Australia claimed that they are threatened
by the refugee crisis and climate change and as a result this has
pushed them to strengthen foreign relations with the West and the
East.
The Ambassador of Bangladesh explained that child labour is a
serious issue and that they want to demonstrate their unity and
determination by resolving this issue.
The Ambassador of Belgium stated that the promotion and protection of human rights is a priority, both at national level and in
terms of their relations with other countries. They believe that
the European coutries can only work effectively when working
together.
The Ambassador of Belize claimed that the only way to solve the
issues facing delegates is by working together.
The Ambassador of Brasil stated that the key to solving the
world’s problems is to stay united, raise your voice, and not be
afraid to speak out.
The Ambassador of Cambodia stated that they need to work together to encourage developing countries to integrate technology
and to stand up for eachother.
The Ambassador of Canada believes that the UN should begin
reasessing their methods of dealing with international crisises.
The Ambassador of Chile was concerned by global warming and
environmental issues, such as pollution and soil degradation.
They look forward to finding resolutions.
The Ambassador of China stated that they are ready to take on
greater responsibility in coordinating international ethics.
The Ambassador of Colombia stated that hewants to deal with
their high poverty, unemployment and HIV rates.
The Ambassador of Congo wanted to deal with the issues facing
the African continent, and subsequently the international community as a whole. They want to inspire a better world domestically
and internationally.
The Ambassador of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
(North) claimed that the ‘governing body was puppeteered by
the United States and its international cronies’. They also believe
that the UN should not ifringe upon their rights to develop their
nuclear program and that they should attempt to find independence from manipulative nations.

By Emma Barry

The Ambassador of Nigeria stated that as a developing
country they want to focus on economic inequality as they
are especially affected by it.
The Ambassador of Oman described Oman as a country
with a Islamic majority, but with freedom of religion practice and a female minster of education. They want to focus
on the well-being of children and women in their country.
The Ambassador of Pakistan stated that as the only nuclear
power in the Muslim world they are against nuclear testing
that puts innocent civilians are at risk.
The Ambassador of Panama presented his country as a territory joining the two Americas and stated that it wants to
focus mainly on the refugee crisis and migration issues.
The Ambassador of Poland stated that their main focus is
the developing of security and citizen equality, and protecting the environment as their main source of energy is coal.
The Ambassador of Portugal described it as a country that
managed to stay quite neutral through the years which
shows a great desire to cooperate.
The Ambassador of Qatar presented its position as a rapidly
developing country.
The Ambassador of South Korea presented themselves as a
country that knows war and firsthand knows what support
the UN provides to wartorn countries.
The Ambassador of Rwanda described it as a developing
country which just recently transitioned from an agriculture
based economy to one with a focus on services.
The Ambassador of Saudi Arabia wants to discus the sharing of refugees and instability in the region.
The Ambassador of Sierra Leone said that they are a country that has just recently become a democracy and which
wants to promote peace and prosperity.
The Ambassador of Singapore explained how his country
supports the increase of economic freedom.
The Ambassador of Sweden described his country as a
prosperous country which had just recently suffered from a
terrorist attack
The Ambassador of Syria said that they are a wartorn
country from which millions of refugees had fled to save
themselves from danger.
The Ambassador of Thailand stated that they will be focusing on the environmental issues.
The Ambassador of Tunisia said that they accepted a million
refugees from Libya and hope to establish a system fair
distribution of immigrants.
The Ambassador of Turkey wants to focus on the Mediterranean area and its conflicts.
The Ambassador of UAE wants to promote stability and
security in the region.
The Ambassador of Uganda talked about Increasing the
level of education in the country, as well as preventing their
suffering from neighbouring conflicts.
The Ambassador of UK stated that terrorism is a serious
problem that needs to be dealt with.

By Ada Jarzebinksa

SECURITY COUNCIL
The SAIMUN Security Council met up on Tuesday morning to discuss the topic of cybersecurity.
The main resolution was submitted by the Chinese
delegation in relation to the subject of cybersecurity. There were a number of solutions offered to
ensure a better way of containing terrorism and
cyber-crime and to establish a system that each
country would adapt into their own while ‘keeping
internet sovereignty’ and to ensure that no ‘cyberwar’ will develop between different countries.
The delegates present represented the following
countries: France, Angola, Senegal, U.K, New
Zealand, Uruguay, Spain, Ukraine, Egypt, Russian
Federation, China, Malaysia, U.S.A, Venezuela
and Japan.

The clause dealing with education was widely
discussed among many of the delegates. An
amendment submitted by the United Kingdom
that emphasised the need for education for
social media/cyber safety was proposed. The
Ukrainian delegation suggested that a different UN agency could deal with the educational problem better such as UNESCO. The
importance of teaching people to regularly
change their passwords on social media and
cyber security was also an important step to
protecting personal social media accounts.
The amendment was passed unanimously in
the Security Council.

Another point that was made against this resolution was in respect to the concept of internet
sovereignty amongst different nations. Some governments may allow more of their privacy to be
sacrificed to the global network and some countries won’t be as open to sacrificing their privacy.
The French representative stated that there would
be a problem getting the countries of the world to
agree on which basis they would share with the
system.

Educating corporations and businesses was
another key topic discussed. The difficult
situation that the delegates found themselves
in was that the UN cannot legally force private companies and corporations to keep to
privacy and cyber-security laws and they are
legally entitled to their personal privacy and
integrity when it comes to cyber inspections.

The Spanish delegation submitted an amendment that narrowed down the combatting of
The initial debate (before the clauses were inicyber-attacks to three main areas of the intertially discussed) included points made by the
French delegation who stated that the process of net: the deep web, the dark web and terrorist
constructing a global cyber-security system is ‘un- websites. France stated that there are already
necessary and time-consuming’ and the end result resources and money designated to policing
could end up wasting resources and money (‘We and combating terrorist websites. Uruguay
said in a strong statement that ‘Every delegate
won’t be reaching agreements anytime soon’).
The delegation of Angola stated that ‘ The internet in this room should vote for this amendment’.
is a global platform that cannot be policed as if it However, the amendment failed as it failed to
gain a two-third majority.
has borders.’

By Pamela Fitzsimons
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INTERVIEWS
Bartosz Atter, Copernicus High School,
Security Council China

Which country is your delegation representing?
This week my delegation is representing the Peoples Republic of China.
What is your committee (Security Council) focusing on
this week?
In my committee I am concentrating on the topic of cyber
security and thankfully we were able to reach a consensus. We have agreed a resolution on which I was the main
submitter. So far all of the P5 members were co-submitters
so it looks quite hopeful, however we also have two very
significant topics (Syria and UN-AU partnerships) which
we will also try and do our best to solve alongside the topic
of cyber security.
Is it your first SAIMIUN?
It is my first SAIMUN conference.
To how many MUN conferences have you been before?
I have been to five MUNs - this is my sixth.
Are you exited to be here?
It is an exiting challenge. SAIMUN has a different structure then the other things I have been on. SAIMUN is also
a very international MUN you have the possibility to meet
many delegates from other countries. Just today I have met
delegates from the USA and from South Africa and we
actually went to Starbucks together so it is nice to exchange
experiences and have a bit of
fun with other delegates from all around the world.
What is your favorite part of this week’s conference
coming up?

Inigo Gascon, American School of Bilbao
Committee Chair Health and Youth

What is your role?
My role is to make everyone feel comfortable and
ensure that they have a great MUN experience.
What do you enjoy most?
I enjoy helping new delegates out. I have been
in their place and I know what it`s like so I am
happy to give them a hand.
How did you get into MUN?
I heard about MUN 2 years ago when it arrived in
our school. Since then I have been involved in a
number of conferences.
What is your favourite part of MUN?
I really enjoy the whole experience but my favourite part is the fact that we are all working
together and trying to recreate the real United Nations and discuss the challenges which really face
world leaders.
Do you have a favourite conference?
I really liked taking part in the Royal Russell
MUN in the UK.
Do you have any tips or advice for the new
delegates?

I just want to tell them that they should not be
afraid to speak up, take the risk to get up in front
It is a tough one actually because there are many exiting
of everyone and be active. Your efforts and
features but probably the opening speeches - standing up in enthusiasm .
front of all the delegates is quite stressful in one sense but
also very exiting as it gives you an opportunity to deliver a
speech which is what I love doing.

By Ada Jarzebinksa

By Gergana Belcheva

INTERVIEWS
Mr. Quinn - Advisor
So what is your role as an advisor in SAIMUN?
I am mainly here working on the Approval Panel for the first two days.
So what we do basically is when delegates bring up resolutions from
their committees, they have to bring them up to us. We have to check
they have the right number of co-submitters, then we check whether
the resolution follows the correct conventions. The layout is very
particular: the style of language, the use of punctuation, that is all very
important. So when that is approved then it goes into the admin office
and then they print off the resolutions for the debates. Another part is
just making sure the delegates are settling in ok - if anyone needs a
hand with writing their resolution or research, we are there to help.
How did you get the role of advisor?

Mr. Quinn

I debated all through school, and when I went to university in London
I did a lot of debating. I was involved in a thing called the Mock G20,
which replicated the G20 Summit, it is similar to MUN. I represented
the United States. I enjoyed doing that, and I really just love debating
as a whole. When I first came to Saint Andrew’s, I knew that MUN
was a big deal. So I talked to Mr Hehir and said I would love to get involved. There was an opening to go to one of the conferences so I went
to Wesley MUN in 2015, and this conference as well in 2015.
Do you have any experience in the world of politics?
I worked in Westminster for about three years, on a political news website called Politics Home. Then I spent about a year and a half
working for a polling company called YouGov.

Bartosz Atter

What is your favourite aspect of MUN?
I think the actual debate is the best part. But I think the most important
part is helping the new delegates gain experience, like it’s essentially
an empathy thing, putting yourself in their shoes and helping them out.

By Shane Hynes

Inigo Gascon
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Editor’s Column - Shane Hynes
Third day! Hopefully you have settled into the rhythm of things, made some new friends and learnt something about
MUN. If you thought yesterday was a bit dull then be careful today! You are in your committee rooms for the whole
day, and with only a half hour break, it’s rough. However, if you get involved, make points of information and really
just listen to each speech, you will have a good time. But you know all these things by now, I’m just stressing the
importance of them.
You’re probably reading this if your bored, which is highly likely. If you look above this there are a few good sudokus and crosswords. A few pages back there is also the brand new MUN Meme page, handcrafted by the Press
team. If you have any suggestions or ideas for some more come find us in the Press office! Yesterday we also set up
a photo booth in the bandstand. It was a great success and you can download the photos from the SAIMUN Photo
Booth Flickr account. Hope you all enjoy your third day of the conference and happy debating!!
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